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PLEISTOCENE GEOLOGY AND GEOMORPHOLOGY
OF THE SAN PEDRO RIVER VALLEY,

COCHISE COUNTY, ARIZONA

by

David G0 Smith

ABSTRACT

Most of the area from the foot of the Whetstone Mountains east-

ward to the San Pedro River, Cochise County, Arizona, an area of about

150 square miles, is the site of Pleistocene valley filling by lacustrine-

like, fluvial, and alluvial sedimentation0 This report is concerned

with the distribution and relationships of the valley-filling sediments

and the geomorphic development of the area as indicated by its geologic

history.

The Quaternary deposits range in age from probable Kansan

to Recent. The oldest Quaternary rock exposed is a probable Kansan

valley4ill deposit0 It varies from fine-grained, dark=red-brown silt

and clay near the valley center to a series of brown to orange silty

paleosols separated by paleocaliche layers mountainward0 A fault

occurred obliquely across the southcentral part of the area during
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pre-Illinoian and post.Kansan time that raised the Kansan surface at

least 100 feet south of the fault2 reduced the surface gradient south of

the fault, and restricted Illinoian deposition in this area0 llhinoian fan

alluvium was deposited in other places on the valley-fill deposit. This

formation varies from fine-grained buff sands near the valley center to

coarse gravels and boulders near the mountains. A deeply weathered,

dark-red soil was formed on this deposit during Sangamon time0

Younger alluvial fans of very coarse, dark-colored alluvium were de-

posited during Wisconsin time at the base of the Whetstone Mountains.

Scouring during Wisconsin time and pedimentation by tributaries

since has formed a 100-foot scarp cut into the fan alluvium and valley-

fill deposit, parallel to the San Pedro River0 This scouring produced

a lowland in the center of the valley where a constructional flood-plain

and cienega surface of redeposited valley-fill and fan alluvium deposits

was formed0 This surface dates from the time of Early Man cultures0

A post-1880 erosion cycle has cut a channel into the construc

tional floodplain surface in which a modern flood plain of low relief

has been deposited.
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INTRODUCTION

Location and Size of Area

The area described in this report is a large, relatively flat

surface sloping gently from the Whetstone Mountains eastward to the

San Pedro River, Cochise County, Arizona (figs0 1 and 2) The area

is about 20 miles long, north to south, and about 8 miles wide, west to

east0 Its western and eastern borders are the Whetstone Mountains

and the San Pedro River, respectively, and the north and south limits

are U0 S. Highway 80 and State Highway 82, respectively0 The adjacent

and outlying locales have been examined for information about the areal

geological relationships0

Objectives of Investigation

The objectives of this research are essentially twofold: to de=

termine the distribution and relationship of valley-filling late Pleistocene

sediments in the San Pedro River valley along the eastern flank of the

Whetstone Mountains; and, to reconstruct late Pleistocene geomorphic

and geologic history as indicated by the character and distribution of the

sediments. Some emphasis has been placed on examination over the

area for erosion surfaces or pediments, both ancient and modern, and
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FIGURE 2

Map of area, taken from 15-minute topographic quad-

rangles0 Ifa and Kvfd are the Illinoian fan alluvium

and the Kansan valley-till deposit, respectively; the

black line that separates the two represents both the

contact of the two deposits and generally the farthest

extension of the Illinolan alluvium toward the valley

center0 The fault in the southern part of the area

marks the scarp between the Tombstone, or higher,

surface on the southeast and the Whetstone, or

lower, surface on the northwest0





the relationships of these surfaces to the episodes of geologic activity

shown in the stratigraphic record0

Limitations and Problems Producing Difficulties in Investigation

Terrestrial or non-marine deposition in an elongate, through-

flowing valley-basin may yield sediments varying greatly in sedimento-

logical features from exposure to exposure, commonly a very short

distance apart. These conditions of highly variable facies changes are

present in the area of investigation0 Individual continuous "key" sedi-

mentary units are virtually nonexistent. Depositional units are poorly

exposed and have been greatly modified by erosion and redeposition0

The recognized bajada surfaces are of both erosional and depositional

origin.

Method of Investigation

Fieldwork was carried out for a total of 40 days from September

1961 through May 1962. Reconnaissance work and mapping were done

for the most part on aerial photographs used in conjunction with 15-

minute topographic maps. Well logs were used for stratigraphic cor-

relation where they were available.
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Previous Investigations

Early workers in southern Arizona up through 1956 have
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indicated that the valley-filling sediments of the San Pedro River valley,

for the most part, might be correlative to the Pliocene Gila Conglom-

erate found downstream near and in the Gila River valley,

Gidley (1922) studied fossils from a locality near Benson and

one near St. David, Ariz., east of the river, and assigned both localities

to the Pliocene, Knechtel (1936) correlated the beds in the San Pedro

River valley, near Benson, with the fossiliferous beds of the Gila River

valley near Safford that had been referred to the Gila Conglomerate.

Gazin (1942) considered that the two San Pedro River valley fossil

locales near Benson and St. David were probably upper Pliocene and

Pleistocene.

Gilluly (1956) retains the Pliocene Gila Conglomerate age and

formational classification of the San Pedro valley-filling sediments,

noting the alluvial covering of the pediments of Bryan (1926) as being

Pleistocene0 He gives a very generalized description of the sediments

in the San Pedro River valley0

Bryan (1926), who did the early physiographic work in this

particular area, defines two pediments covering the major part of the

area. His original delineation of two pediments is retained as a start-

ing point for more detailed geomorphic investigations in this report.

Tuan (1962) discusses the origin and development of the San

Pedro River valley and its geomorphic units, and he indicates that

structural deformation during formation of the valley is evident because
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of the irregularity and diversity of the erosion surfaces0 Besides this,

he lists factors including deep incision in the upper areas with deposi-

tion below, the removal of unconforming gravel surface cappings, the

exhumation of granite pediments, and the straightness of scarps be-

tween upper and lower erosion surfaces as strengthening the argument

for structural deformation0

Ground-water exploration has been concentrated mostly very

close to the San Pedro River0 Unfortunately, most of the wells are so

old that well logs were never made or have been subsequently lost0

However, two wells, with logs, drilled by the Southern Pacific Railroad

in the early part of this century are located at Whetstone in the north-

ern part of the area of investigation0



GEOGRAPHY

Relief

The area slopes from 4, 800 feet above sea level on the west

at the base of the Whetstone Mountains to 3, 600 feet at the San Pedro

River, a surface gradient of about 20 The gradient is almost constant

across the area, interrupted only by minor scarps, and of course the

scarp formed by the cutting of the San Pedro River and its tributaries0

Drainage

Ephemeral channels, or arroyos, incise the area generally

perpendicular to the San Pedro River0 Their depths and characteristics

are dependent to a large degree on the rock type across which they cut

and the area that is drained0 Their depths range from 0 to about 150 feet0

The San Pedro River, a perennial4lowing stream in the study area, fol-

lows a course trending north from Mexico down through and nearly in the

center of the San Pedro River valley to its junction with the Gila River0

Topography

The surface topography varies from areas of low immediate

7
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relief, less than 10 feet, to places where small hills and valleys exhibit

up to 150 or 200 feet of relief, However, with certain exceptions, the

surface topography has little relief,

Bedrock Exposures

Because of the limited dissection of the area by major streams,

there are few outcrops of sufficient extent for lateral and stratigraphic

tracing of sedimentary units, The only exposures of valley-filling sedi-

ments are those in the washes, and along the scarp which lies near and

parallel to the San Pedro River,



SThATIGRAPHy

Pre-Pleistocene Rocks

Granite and Schist

In the northwestern part of the area, near the northeast base

of the Whetstone Mountains, an older Precambrian granite, part of the

mountain complex, is exposed0 This granite, a rusty-pink-colored

coarse to medium-grained variety, extends as much as 2 miles from

the mountain front, and is then lost beneath the younger valley-filling

alluvial sediments. The granite crops out in small knobs and hills of

low and somewhat rolling relief0 Good exposures are located 7 miles

due southwest from Benson.

An older Precambrian schist crops out in a few places in re-

stricted exposures at the base of the mountains about 6 miles south-

west of San Juan, south of the more extensive granite outcrops.

Cambrian Rocks

South and east of the granite exposures mentioned above are

outcrops of Cambrian Bolsa and Troy Quartzite, The quartzite, like

the granite, extends as much as 2 miles from the mountain front and is

9



lost beneath the younger valley-filling sediments,

Permian Rocks

On the south side of Sacaton Wash about 2 miles west of the San

Pedro River, there is an irregular outcrop about 200 feet high and a

quarter of a mile in diameter of dolomite and porphyry0 These are

recognized by Gilluly (1956) as Permian Epitaph Dolomite associated

with small amounts of Tertiary Uncle Sam Porphyry.

Cretaceous Rocks

Layered shales, sandstones, and limestones, locally meta-

morphosed, are exposed near the above mentioned granite outcrops.

These sedimentary rocks and metasedimentary rocks, which lie in a

tilted position tangent to the mountain front, are of Cretaceous age0

The fact that they are at an attitude similar to the Epitaph Dolomite at

Sacaton Wash, the dip being about 75° NE0 and the strike being about

N. 30 to 45° W,, indicates the possibility of some structural alignment

or relationship of these rocks to those at the Sacaton outcrop,

These rocks consist of thin-layered beds of red sandstone,

siltstone, and shale with interbedded gray-colored units of more limy

material. Due to their rather high angle of dip, their outcrops make

diagnostic parallel configurations on the hillsides. These sediments

lie to the north of the granite outcrops, and the relief and scale of

10



dissection of these rocks are somewhat greater than in the granite.

Pleistocene Rocks

Valley.-Fill Deposit

Distribution and topographic expression

The thickest and most extensive deposit exposed today in the

area is the valley-fill deposit that crops out all along the San Pedro

River, in the erosion scarp of the central San Pedro River valley, and

in the lower parts of all the washes draining the Whetstone Mountains0

The best or most complete exposures are at the west of Benson, Ariz.,

in the washes as much as 4 miles south of Benson, and in the vicinity

of Curtiss,

Because of the silty and clayey nature of the deposit, it com-

monly forms a small- scale badland type of topography. Widely sepa-

rated discontinuous lenses of more resistant facies form topographic

eminences,

Stratigraphy of the facies distribution

The valley-fill deposit may be divided into three gradational

members. These divisions are based on the definite gradational facies

changes traceable horizontally and vertically throughout the deposit west-

ward from the San Pedro River to the Whetstone Mountains The vertical

11
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stratigraphic changes in color, texture, and composition cannot be de-.

termined independently of the mountainward facies changes0

The lower member, best seen in the valley center, consists of

approximately 50 to 100 feet of dark-red.=.brown siltstone to mudstone0

Pocketlike lenses of clay, sandstone, and conglomerate, thin beds of

very fine grained, white, limy sandstone, fresh-water limestone, and

beds of almost solid gypsum of as much as 5 feet in thickness also occur

in this member. Discontinuous dliscolorations of some clay and very

fine sand occasionally produce green, white, and tan lenses.

The lower member erodes easily, and erosion products are

transported in suspension to parts of the present valley floor and flood

plain of the San Pedro River,

A typical exposure of the lower member is west of St. David

and the San Pedro River, near Curtiss.

Fossils have been found in the upper part of the lower member

in the Benson fossil locality about a mile southwest of Benson, The

locality mentioned by Gidley (1922), from which he states Pliocene

fossils were removed, is undoubtedly in the upper part of this same

member0

The following section of the lower member of the valley=.fill

deposit was measured on a hill exposure approximately 1.0 mile south

and 0. 3 mile west of Curtiss station. This section is typical of this

member as it appears exposed near the valley center, but it lacks the



color changes, especially white and green beds with gypsum lenses,

which are exposed farther toward the mountains (fig. 3)

Feet

Fan alluvium:

10 Boulders and cobbles of various sizes, scattered on

the surface, including Paleozoic fossiliferous

limestone; no thickness0

Valley-fill deposit, lower member:

2 Sandstone, buff to gray, weathers buff to gray,

medium-grained, well to fair sorting; grains

subrounded; unconsolidated; bedding flat;

crumbly, friable, massive; weathers rounded;

forms rounded cliffs; base sharp and irregular;

contains small pebbles; high CaCO3 content .......

3 Sandstone and conglomerate, gray to buff,

weathers gray to buff, very coarse to medium-

grained; grains subrounded to subangular; well

to weakly cemented; flat-bedded, lenticular,

very small scale wedge crossbedding; flaggy,

platy; weathers to smooth blocks; forms ir-

regular ledges; base sharp and irregular; this

unit and above contain pebbles, perhaps channel

facies of this member .........................

13
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FIGURE 3

Photograph of lower member of valley-fill deposit

taken about 10 mile south and O 3 mile west of

Curtiss station0

FIGURE 4

Photograph of middle member of valley-fill deposit

taken of the south bank of the wash at a point ap-

proximately 102 miles north of San Juan station0
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Feet

Sandstone, red-brown to buff, weathers red-brown

to buff, very fine grained to clay size; grains

rounded; unconsolidated; flat-bedded; shaly,

fissile, crumbly, friable; weathers rounded

and smooth; forms rounded, irregular cliffs;

base covered; alternations of light and dark

color in about 12-foot sequences, the lighter

being generally better cemented and sandier,

and the darker commonly shaly 54.0

Sandstone, red-brown to buff; covered . . . 6 0

Total valley-fill deposit, lower member 76.0

The middle member includes as much as 200 feet of red-brown

to buff, fine-grained sandstone to mudstone with fairly continuous layers

of interbedded, white to gray, fine- to coarse-grained limy sandstone0

The limestones in the lower member appear to coalesce into fewer but

thicker limy sandstone beds in the middle member toward the mountains0

Near the upper and mountainward margin of the middle member, the

thick, white, limy sandstone beds divide into smaller units that de-

crease in thickness, change from white to mottled gray and cream

colored, and become pebbly. The largest white, limy sandstones, near

the center of the middle member, are from 50 to 100 feet apart, and

are as much as 10 feet thick, A few discontinuous thin, gray lenses of
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limy sandstone are present throughout the section. The middle mem-

ber becomes orange to buff toward the mountains0

The middle member has a greater overall CaCO3 content than

the lower member, and it is probably this property that gives rise to

its greater erosional resistance0 In the washes it forms the highest

cliffs of any of the deposits0 The continuity and thickness of the major

limy sandstone beds most certainly would affect the resistance; how-

ever, in most places this member has a thick, 5- to 10-foot covering

of the overlying alluvium which protects it from erosion0

Good exposures of this member are found in the lower reaches

of the deepest washes draining the Whetstone Mountains0 Typical ex-

posures are exhibited in the canyon a mile due north of San Juan0

A few undiagnostic fossils were found in washes near the

typical exposure of this member. They were identified by Lance (oral

communication, 1962) as being members of the fauna found in the

Benson fossil locality in the upper part of the lower member about a

mile southwest of Benson0

The following section of the middle member of the valley-fill

deposit was measured on the south bank of the wash at a point approxi-

mately 102 miles north of San Juan station. This section is typical of

the middle member. Because of facies and stratigraphic gradations

within the deposit as a whole, neither upper nor lower limits can be

placed on this member. The lowermost units lie above the lower
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member, and the uppermost units lie below the upper member (fig0 4,

p. 14).

Feet

Fan alluvium:

1. Sand and clay, dark-red-brown to buff, weathers buff

to red, coarse-grained to clay size; fair sorting;

grains subrounded to subangular; unconsolidated;

contains large rock fragments, especially quartz

and feldspar; base is sharp and irregular 110 0

Total fan alluvium 1100

Valley4ill deposit, middle member:

Sandstone, containing nodes and small lenses of

limestone, red-brown and gray to buff; weathers

buff, very fine grained to clay size; well sorted;

grains rounded; weak cementation; bedding ir-

regular, massive; crumbly; base is sharp and

irregular; buff to gray limestone lenses at very

top of member 13.0

Limy sandstone, gray, weathers gray to brown,

very fine grained to clay size; well to medium

cementation; bedding irregular, massive, and

flaggy; weathers to pitted knobby blocks; forms

irregular ledge; base sharp and irregular 40 0
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Feet

40 Limestone, white, weathers white; crystalline; very

well cemented; bedding irregular, lenticular, flaggy,

and platy; weathers to knobby blocks; forms irregular

ledge; base sharp and irregular .............. 3.0

5. Limestone, gray to buff, weathers buff; clay size;

well-sorted; medium to poor cementation; bedding

irregular, massive; crumbly; weathers rounded

and knobby; forms rounded irregular cliff and ledge;

basesharp and irregular ....................... 30
6 Sandstone, buff to red, weathers buff; very fine

grained to clay size particles; grains rounded;

very weak cementation; bedding irregular, mas-

sive; crumbly; base very irregular and fairly sharp;

contains tiny pebbles; looks like paleosol with soil

structure and increasing red color toward the top 0 a a 9.0

70 Limestone, gray and very dirty, weathers gray;

interbedded sand and clay; crystalline; well-

sorted; very well cemented; bedding irregular,

lenticular, thick laminations; massive to flaggy

and platy; weathers to pitted knobby blocks; forms

irregular ledge; base sharp and irregular; some-

what calichelike, contains lenses of very tiny



pebbles . .1.

8 Sandstone, like number 6

90 Limestone, like number 7 .. ... .

100 Sandstone, like number 6 . . .......,..
11, Limestone, like number 7

................0

12 Limestone, with interbedded sandstone, gray,

weathers gray to buff; crystalline; well-sorted;

very well cemented; bedding irregular, lenticular

with thin to thick laminations, flaggy, platy;

weathers pitted, knobby blocks; forms irregular

ledge; base sharp and irregular; interbedded

sandstones appear soil-like, reddish to buff;

limestone is calichelike in appearance . . .

13 Limestone and limy sandstone, buff to red,

weathers buff; very fine grained to clay size;

crystalline; well-sorted; very poorly to very

well cemented; bedding irregular, thin lamina-

tions to massive; crumbly, lesser resistancy to

very hard lenses; weathers to pitted knobby blocks;

forms an irregular ledge; base sharp and irregular;

limestone concentration at bottom, sandstone at

top; dark-red color increasing toward the top .

19

Feet

15

20

3.0

3O

20

40

8. 0
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Feet

14. Shale, brown to buff, weathers black; silt-size

particles; poor cementation; thin laminations;

fissile; base sharp and irregular; slickensides 03
15 Limestone and very light calcareous clay, white,

weathers buff to orange to gray; clay-size

particles to crystalline; well-sorted; very well

to very poorly cemented; bedding irregular, len-

ticular to thin laminations; massive to flaggy and

platy; clay crumbly and friable; forms irregular

ledges; base sharp and irregular .. 20
16 Limy sandstone, buff to red, weathers buff; fine-

grained; well-sorted; rounded grains; very poorly

cemented; massive; unresistant; base sharp and

irregular; darker reddish near the top of the unit

with soil-like jointing properties 6. 5

17. Limy sandstone, buff to gray, weathers buff; very

fine grained to clay-size particles to crystalline;

well-sorted; grains subrounded to subangular;

well to poorly cemented; bedding irregular,

massive; crumbly, medium r esistancy; weathers

blocky; forms irregular ledges; base sharp and

irregular.................. . . .......... . 2Q0
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Feet

18 Silt and clay with high CaCO3 content, buff, weathers

buff; very fine grained to clay-size particles; very

poorly cemented; bedding irregular; unresistant

and friable; base irregular 2, 5

Limy sandstone, gray, weathers buff; clay size to

crystalline; well- sorted; very well cemented; bedding

irregular; lenticular, thin laminations; massive to

flaggy and platy; weathers to smooth, irregular

ledges; base sharp, flat to irregular ... . 5

Siltstone, buff to red-brown, weathers buff to red-

brown; fine- grained; well- sorted; grains rounded;

very well cemented; bedding irregular, massive;

crumbly, friable, medium resistancy; weathers to

irregular ledges; base sharp and irregular; red

color increasing toward the top 5

21 Limy sandstone, like number 19 0 0 0 . 0 0 .0 0 ......00 05

Siltstone, like number 20 ...........0 0 5

Limy sandstone, like number 19 0 5

24, Silt and clay, buff, weathers buff; very fine grained

to claysize particles; well-sorted; grains rounded;

very weakly cemented; bedding irregular; unresistant

and friable; base irregular 10 0
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Feet

25Q Limy sandstone, gray to buff, weathers gray to buff;

very fine grained to nearly crystalline; well to fair

sorting; well to poorly cemented; bedding irregular,

thin to thick laminations; crumbly, friable; forms

irregular vertical cliffs; base sharp and irregular 3.0

26 Siltstone, buff to red-brown, weathers buff to red-

brown; fine-grained; rounded grains; well-sorted;

poorly cemented; bedding irregular, massive;

crumbly; friable; base sharp and irregular; red

color increasing toward the top 1 5

Siltstone, buff, weathers buff, very fine grained;

well-sorted; medium to very well cemented;

bedding irregular, lenticular, thick laminations,

massive to flaggy; crumbly, friable; weathers to

hackly blocks; forms irregular ledges; base sharp

and irregular 2.0

Silt and clay, like number 24 100

29 Limestone (caliche) white to gray, weathers buff to

gray; clay-size particles to nearly crystalline; well-

sorted; very well cemented; bedding irregular, thick

to thin laminations; flaggy; weathers to pitted,

knobby layers; forms ledges; base sharp and
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Feet

irregular 2. 0

30. Silt and clay, like number 24 1.0

31, Limestone (caliche), like number 29; base con-

cealed 20
Total valley-fill deposit, middle member 84. 8

The upper member consists of buff to orange sequences of

sandstones, siltstones, and mudstones separated by alternating paleosols

and paleocaliche layers. These paleosols, for the most part formed in

silt and clay-size particles, vary in thickness from several inches to

several feet. The dark-red color of the soil units becomes progres-

sively lighter downward to an orangish hue near the contact with the

associated caliche. Some of the paleosols exhibit very good columnar,

blocky soil structure near the top of each soil unit, diminishing down-

ward toward their caliche beds. The caliche is cream to mottled gray,

and it is very limy. The caliche beds are generally fine-grained, but

may contain pebbles as large as about half an inch in diameter0 Nearer

the Whetstone Mountains, the paleosols become quite continuous, and

were it not for the gradient of the streambed being steeper than the dip

of the paleosols, they would be traceable over a large area. The vari-

ability in their individual thicknesses and the number of paleosols would

prohibit any cross correlation in the present exposures. In some ex-

posures, as many as 10 or 12 definite paleosols are exhibited. The
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largest exposure of this unit is no more than 50 to 75 feet high0

This member crops out in vertical cliffs along the sides of the

washes0 It is everywhere covered by at least 5 to 10 feet of alluvium,

which protects from erosion the paleosols between the paleocaliches0

A typical exposure of this member is in washes about a mile

northwest of San Juan along the l Paso Natural Gas Co0 pipeline (figs0

5 and 6)

The following section of the upper member of the valley-fill

deposit was measured on the south bank of a wash at a point approxi-

mately 1 1 miles west and 00 6 mile north of San Juan station. This

section is typical of the upper member, and is near the maximum ex-

posed thickness of this member

Feet

Fan alluvium:

10 Sand and alluvium, orange to buff, weathers orange

to buff, very coarse to medium-grained; grains

subrounded to subangular; poorly cemented;

crumbly; forms rounded, irregular cliffs; base

sharp and irregular; contains pebbles and

boulders... ............................. 150

Total fan alluvium .............15 0
Valley-fill deposit, upper member:

2. Paleosol, with caliche at base0
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Sand, dark-red-brown to buff, weathers dark-red-

brown to buff; very coarse grained to clay-size

particles; grains subrounded to subangular; quartz

and feldspar composition; medium cementation;

bedding flat and irregular; crumbly; weathers

knobby; forms vertical, irregular cliffs; base

gradational to the caliche associated with it;

contains small pebbles0

Caliche, gray to buff, weathers buff; crystalline;

well-sorted; very well cemented; bedding ir-

regular; massive; weathers pitted and knobby;

forms irregular ledges; base sharp and irregular;

contains pebbles; caliche usually forms 10 to 25

percent of total soil unit0

Total soil zone thickness . ....................

30 Paleosol, like number 2 0 000 0 . 0 0 ......0

4. Paleosol, like number 2 ....... . .....0 ............

5 Paleosol, likenumber2 .....0 ........

6 Paleosol, like number 2 . ............00 000 0 0 0 0 0 00

7 Paleosol, like number 2 ..........

8 Paleosol, like number 2 ................

Total valley-fill deposit, upper member 0

26

Feet

100

5.0

400

300

1.5

3.0

200

19.5
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The importance of lateral gradations and fades changes should

be emphasized, Because of the gradient of the present arroyos across

the area, much of the vertical stratigraphic change that would be normal-

ly traceable laterally is absent (fig0 7). However, a cutaway view or a

larger exposure nearer the mountain front might show a more complete

stratigraphic section0

Because of the gradational nature of this formation, it is dif-

ficult to determine or even extrapolate an accurate thickness for the

whole deposit or even any of the units0 Except for noting and estimating

a thickness from the outcrops, some other method, such as well logs,

should be employed0

Thickness

There are very few wells drilled through these sediments in

this area for which there are any logs available for reference. Two of

these are the wells at Whetstone station about 3 miles west-southwest

of Benson along the old Southern Pacific line, drilled by the Southern

Pacific Railroad in the early 19OOs0 The accompanying logs of the

wells are rather sketchy in their descriptions of the sediments en-

countered0 A diagram of one of the Whetstone wells appears in figure

8

Figure 9 shows a well about a mile west of Benson, which goes

to a depth of about 1, 100 feet, about 850 feet of which was drilled through
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the lower member of the valley-fill deposit. Comparison of the two

wells mentioned (fig9 7), indicates a probable very rapid increase in

thickness of the lower member toward the center of the valleyQ

The interpretation of the Whetstone well log is as follows: that

the second unit downward from the surface, 105 feet of clay and gravel,

most probably corresponds to the upper member; the third and fourth

units from the top of the log, 54 feet of sand, clay, and gravel plus 118

feet of gravel and clay, 172 feet total, then would conform to the middle

member; the fifth unit from the top of the log, 62 feet of red clay, and

possibly all or a part of the sixth unit from the top of the log would cor-

respond to the lower member0

In considering these thicknesses, it must be remembered that

these wells lie at least 5 miles from the typical exposures, and more

than a mile from the nearest exposures of sufficient magnitude to war--
-

rant detailed inspection0

Assuming that the thickness estimations from the well log of

the Whetstone well are correct, there is from at least 134 to 239 feet

of material underlying the red-clay lower member of the valleyfill

deposit9 In the well nearer Benson, correlative units lie beneath the

red clay0 There is no outcrop within the area of investigation of any of

these underlying sediments0 Unfortunately, no other wells with logs

exist that would extend the possibility for subsurface diagramming in

order to indicate accurately the thickness and trends of the members
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of the valley-fill deposit or the sand and gravel deposit underlying the

lower member of the valleyf ill depositQ Water in the bottom of the two

wells indicates that at least the lowest rock in the well was an aquifer0

Incorporating the present exposures and the well logs, one can

make a rough approximation of the thickening and thinning trends of the

whole valley-fill deposit (fig0 7) One might assume, anyway, that

since the lower member is a valley, lacustrine-type deposit, that the

thickness would be greatest in the valley center and would decrease to-

ward the mountains0 From figure 7, the middle and upper members

appear to be slightly wedge shaped, thickening toward the mountains0

The well logs shown in figure 7 indicate that the contact in-

terpreted as beneath the lower member is quite steeply dipping valley-

ward0 The other contacts in the valley-fill deposit, those between the

lower and middle and the middle and upper members, as indicated in

the diagram, are one degree or less in inclination toward the valley

center. The contact of the middle and lower members is almost hori-

zontal0

Condition of deposition

The sedimentary gradation mountainward from the valley center

is from dark-red and red-brown fine- to medium- grained sandstones

with interbedded fresh-water limestones, to coarser and lighter colored

sands with increasing white limy calichelike layers, and then to a series
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paleosols separated by paleocaliche layers0 This succession indicates

a lacustrinelike environment of deposition in the center and lower part

of the basin grading to a transitional and then a terrestrial environment

landward and higher0 Undoubtedly there was ponding and small pools

formed near the shore and at times of low water0 From the gypsum de-

posits and the like in the lower member, an evaporite environment, at

least at times, must also be postulated. The presence in great amounts

of limy beds and the high CaCO3 content are attributable to a water

source in the Whetstone Mountains. This water, possessing a high lime

content from the weathering and erosion of Paleozoic limestones in the

Whetstone Mountains, flowed down through the area, both on the surface

and under it.

Series of occasional mudflows or similar outpourings of fine

materials, covering one another, from the Whetstone Mountains would

explain the deposition of the sediment in which the paleosols of the upper

member are formed. These paleosols were not laterites by any means,

but their deep-red color, well-developed structure for the most part,

and in many cases complete development, would indicate rather moist

and warm conditions. These would probably be seasonal conditions,

however, for the presence of associated caliches or calichelike carbonate

deposits might be interpreted as arid conditions. The middle member

is the result of a mixing and gradation of lacustrinelike and terrestrial

deposition.
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Distribution and topographic expression
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There were no noteworthy sedimentary structures found in the

valley-fill deposit0 However several secondary structural features

were note& In some places, especially in the lower member, slump-

ing and differential compaction have occurred contemporaneous with

deposition0 Also in the lower member, especially south of San Juan,

minor faulting is apparent in the exposures in the washes0 Displace-

ment, however, is nowhere more than 2 feet.

The overall original dip of the exposed parts of this deposit

is, for all three members, about 10 toward the center of the present

valley. This value is taken from the present dip of the more continuous

units, and no post-depositional tilting is assumed. This will vary slight-

ly, especially in the lower member, where ponding and pooling have

occurred to form some flat-lying, fresh-water limestones and evapo-

rites, The upper member dips slightly greater than the middle mem-

ber, controlled probably by the surface of deposition on the middle

member and the different type of deposition.

Fan Alluvium

In almost all places in the area of investigation, the valley-fill

deposit is covered by an alluvium, originally deposited as coalescing
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fans0 As with the underlying deposit, the best exposures are in the

washes0 Little of the alluvium, as originally deposited, lies below the

3, 800-foot contour level, the edge of a scarp form in the valley-fill de-

posit0 Several outlying residuals of the valley-fill deposit near and

next to the San Pedro River are capped by this alluvium.

The high resistance of this alluvium to a great extent prevents

erosion into this deposit0 Small rills and shallow drainages are formed,

but deep dissection usually occurs only where the fan-alluvium cover is

quite thin over the underlying valley-fill deposit0

Stratigr aphy

This deposit is a heterogeneous alluvial deposit ranging in

grain size from very fine sand and silt to coarse sand, with some beds

containing boulders as large as a foot in diameter0 The grain-size

distribution is typical of mountain-derived alluvial fans; i0 e0, the

coarser grain sizes and larger included boulders, pebbles, and rock

fragments are deposited near the base of the mountains with the size

diminishing, at a decreasing rate, into the valley center9 Most of this

alluvium originally deposited in the valley center has subsequently been

eroded, but the few remnants which outcrop near the valley center con

tam almost no boulders0

The exposures near the river consist of buff to orange silt and

sandstone of variable cementation and resistancy0 Small lenses of
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pebbles are scattered through these lower slope deposits, and many

show imbrication indicating a water and sediment source in the Whet-

stone Mountains.

The finer sands and silts of this deposit generally erode into

very steep banks and small cliffs. A typical exposure of the finer lower

slope sediments occurs a mile west-northwest of Curtiss on the road to

San Juan.

The size of the rock fragments contained in the fan alluvium

increases gradually toward the Whetstone Mountains to a point about

half way up the slope between the San Pedro River and the mountains0

There, boulders begin to increase rapidly in size and number. The

matrix sand becomes coarser in texture; however, the buff to orange

color remains generally the same as lower on the slope9 Near the

mountain front, boulders make up 75 percent or more of the total de-

posit0 They are generally well to very well rounded, becoming slight-

ly more angular very near the mountain front9 The CaCO3 content, as

crusts on the boulders and as cement, also increases mountainward

because of proximity to the source in the Paleozoic limestones in the

Whetstone Mountains. Where the CaCO3 content is less, the sand grains

are stained orange or buff.

The great boulder and gravel content in the upper slope area

of this deposit produces a very high resistance to erosion, making the

interfiuves on].y slightly susceptible to slope wash. Hence, the arroyos
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are vertically walled, and the interfiuves are typically broad and flat0

A typical exposure of the alluvium on the upper part of the slope is in a

wash about 4 miles southwest of San Juan on the road to French Joe

Camp0

In most places on the present surface on this alluvium, a lag

concentrate of boulders has been formed by removal of surface fines0

The surface, in places, resembles almost an alluvial rock pavement0

The matrix material has been washed down into the existing drainages,

and forms the recent flood plains and wash gravels and sands in the

arroyos.

Measured sections of the fan alluvium overlying the valley-

fill deposit appear in this paper with the sections measured of the in-

dividual members of the valley-fill deposit0

Thickness

The thickness of this alluvial cover is variable0 This is at-

tributable mainly to original deposition but also to subsequent non..

uniform erosion. The average exposed thickness is from 0 to 50 feet

on the lower slope and from 10 to at least 30 feet on the upper slope

near the mountains, Figure 7 indicates the possibility of as much as

180 feet of alluvium near the bedrock of the mountains0 The deposit

may reach greater thicknesses than this; however, with little subsur

face information, an estimate would be tenuous0 Most probably, this
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deposit is thickest near the mountains and diminishes in thickness to-

ward the center of the valley0 Interpretation from the Whetstone well

(fig. 8) indicates 61 feet of sand and gravel, probably wholly correlative

to this alluvial deposit0

Lower contact

The contact of the alluvium with the valley-fill deposit exhibits

several interesting features0 In an exposure about a mile north-north-

west of Curtiss a fine- grained facies of the alluvial deposit appears to

be interbedded with the lower member of the valley-fill deposit (fig0 1O)

The contrast of the dark-red-brown siltstone and buff alluvium is un-

mistakable. There are two possible explanations for this0 One is that

the dark-red-brown valley-fill material was reworked and redeposited

with the onset of the first or near to the first deposition of the alluvium0

This might be refuted by the fact that the valley-fill material appears to

be continuous with the rest of its deposit0 In other words, the alluvium

appears to be interbedded in the valley-fill deposit and not vice versa0

The other explanation is that this may represent the ending of valley-

fill and the beginning of alluvial deposition; sedimentation near the

center of the valley being relatively continuous0 Figure 10 shows the

interbedded units0

The contact is in other places readily distinguishable and

traceable0 Because of the color and texture similarity of the fan



FIGURE 10

Photograph taken near Curtiss showing interbedcling

of the fan alluvium sandstone units and the red clay

of the lower member of the valley-fill deposit0
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alluvium with the upper member of the valley fill, the contact becomes

less distinct and possibly nonevident closer to the Whetstone Mountains

(fig0 5) The contact represents, in most cases, a break in deposition

followed by substantial erosion, but not necessarily over a long period

of time (figs0 11 and 12).

Along the Southern Pacific Railroad track from 1 to 3 miles

south of San Juan, the railroad cuts show fine examples of drainage in-

version, as shown in figure 13 Channels of fan alluvium are more re-

sistant to subsequent erosion and they form the ridge tops0 Erosion

since the deposition of the fan alluvium has cut through the thinner parts

of the fan alluvium into the valley-fill deposit, forming the present

drainages0

Former channels, 30 feet or more deep, in the valley fill that

were later covered by the fan alluvium are visible in several places0

Most accessible is an exposure about a mile southeast of San Juan0

From the visible exposures, the indications are that dissection of that

buried surface was probably somewhat similar to the surface on the

area today, possibly with a lesser amount of relief. Because of the

nature of the valley-fill deposits and the lack of a coarse alluvial de-

posit at the time to protect it, the area may have appeared to resemble

a badland with rather sharp topographic breaks instead of the somewhat

smooth and rolling topography seen today.

Channeling, occurring on this buried surface, is apparent at



FIGURE 11

Photograph taken 105 miles east-southeast of San

Juan0 Line marks contact of fan alluvium above

and lower member of valley-fill deposit below. In-

dications here are of two alluvial units, the contact

being marked by the straight dark line in the fan

alluvium0 The upper part of the fan alluvium

here is coarser and lighter colored than the lower

part; however, no evidence for two units is found

elsewhere0

FIGURE 12

Photograph taken on the Whetstone road to Cline

well about 0 5 mile southwest of U0 S. Highway 80.

This shows the contact of the fan alluvium above

and the upper part of the lower member of the

valley-fill deposit below0 Some of the larger lines,

especially from upper left to lower right, were

made by a bulldozer; however, small-scale cross

bedding occurs in the fan alluvium.
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almost every place the contact is visible0 Channels show up in the

present wash sides, in the central part of the slope, which have cut,

filled, and recut their predecessors at different angles, compounding

as many as three or four channels flowing in different directions through

one place at different times0 Imbrication of the gravels and pebbles in

these channels indicates they were derived from the Whetstone Moun

tains0 Small-scale crossbedding is visible in places nearer the valley

center where the finer grained sediments lie (fig0 12)

Condition of deposition

A relatively continuous large sheet of alluvium such as this

must be the result of a major episode in the history of this valley-basin0

The climate must have been such so as to produce a rapid degree of

rock weathering in the Whetstone Mountains, the provenance of the de-

posit, and sufficient discharge of water to carry the material as far as

it dicL Therefore a moist climate with temperature extremes would

conceivably produce large outflowings of mud, water, sand, gravels

and boulders0 Slopewash and especially intense flow in channels which

continuously shifted over the slope were important agents for transporta

tion, and they would be one of the mediums which might carry fragments

of boulder proportions far out from the mountain front0

Lower on the slope certainly much of the finer grained material

of this deposit is wholly water laid, as indicated by minor crossbedding



exhibited in the fines of the alluvium0

Relict soil
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On the fan alluvium a deeply weathered, red-brown, lateritic-.

appearing soil was formed0 This soil, or remnants of it, exists in

most places throughout the areal distribution of the fan alluvium, but

there are localities where subsequent slopewash has transported away

all or part of the visible "B" zone or horizon0 The soil is most readily

seen on the very highest parts of the flattop ridges between the washes

draining the Whetstone Mountains where lateral erosion into these washes

has not been great0 Since the soil is developed solely in the fan alluvium

over the major part of the area, the topographic expression of the out.-

crops is exactly the same as the fan alluvium0 Very near the Whetstone

Mountains the soil has been formed, but to a lesser degree, on small

granite and metasedimentary rock pedimentlike aprons of the mountain

mass0 The surfaces and soil zones on these rock aprons are continuous

with the surface and soil zone developed on the fan alluvium.

The relict soil is about 20 feet at its thickest and typical ex-

posure in a wash about 4 miles southwest of San Juan on the road to

French Joe Camp (fig0 14) Here, weathering has taken place through-

out the complete exposed section of fan alluvium0 Soil structure is

evident throughout most of the upper 6 feet of the section; however, it

is masked by the presence of decomposed large boulders, rock



FIGURE 14

Photograph taken of the typical exposure of the fan

alluvium where dark-red soil development has

occurred to a depth of 20 feet. Site is in a wash

about 4 miles southwest of San Juan on the road to

French Joe Camp0
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fragments, and gravel comprising the alluvium. The color is dark-red-

brown at the top of the section, becoming lighter toward the base. The

rock weathering and disintegration to soil is striking. Large rotten

granitic boulders crumble easily even near the base of the section. All

the rocks are enclosed by well-developed clay skins.

The thickness of good soil development is extremely variable

throughout the area0 That is, there are places where what appears to

be original soil development has extended to only a foot or 2 feet in

depth,, while other exposures show 20 feet of soil formation, No pri-

mary soil formation was noted on the valley-fill deposit. The deepest

soil development occurs in the fan alluvium. Soil formation is usually

only several inches deep on the granite and metasedimentary rocks,

There appears to be no special areal increase or decrease in thickness

over the area, but because of lesser erosion, and more especially dis-

section, the greater thicknesses of soil remain nearer the mountains

today.

Where the soil is only a foot or so in thickness, it may be re-

worked; that is, derived from older red soil and not entirely produced

in situ. However, this is often recognizable by noting a difference in

the degree of decomposition of the feldspar and biotite grains. Besides

this, the reworked soil may lack the pronounced structure in the ??B??

horizon.

Because of the presence of the soil over an especially large
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area and the fact that it appears on different rock hosts, a large post-

fan alluvium pedimentlike surface probably extended from the base of

the mountains to near the valley center0 Also, erosion took place to

the extent of making the surface on the fan alluvium continuous with that

on the granite and metasedimentary rock aprons at the immediate base

of the mountains0 Because of the lateritic appearance of the soil, a

mild, warm, moist climate with seasonal variation may be postulated0

Younger Alluvial Fans

Distribution and topographic expression

Near the Whetstone Mountains front, in fan-shaped deposits,

is a very coarse, boulder alluvium with a dark matrix0 Original deposi-

tion was restricted in areal extent to within about a mile of the front of

the mountains; however, post-depositional erosion and transportation

have spread this deposit, especially the fines, in some places, a con.

siderable distance down the slope, especially in the southern part of

the area0 This secondary deposit is not thick, but exposures are lack-

ing for positive thickness determination0

Little erosion has taken place in or on these alluvial fans0 The

fan-shaped deposits originate from the valleys, which drain the Whet-

stone Mountains0 They have modified the original drainages by pushing

them to one side of these valleys or the other0 There are no outcrops



showing good cross-sectional exposures of this deposit,

Stratigraphy

This alluvium contains rock particles ranging in size from

medium- to fine-grained sand up to boulders 2 feet in diameter, The

sand, or matrix material, is black to light gray in color, and is rather

poorly consolidated. The sands have a high CaCO3 content, and this

often gives a contrast of blackish sands and white limestone or caliche

visible in the matrix. The boulders are variable in size, rock type,

and angularity. The composition is similar to the fan alluvium; that is,

an assemblage of the rock types in the Whetstone Mountains, with

Paleozoic limestone being the major component, The angularity of the

boulders is greater than in the fan alluvium, explained by the shorter

distance of transportation,

The amount of rock weathering, decay, and disintegration in

the boulders and gravels of the younger alluvial fans is considerably

less than that in the fan alluvium. A typical alluvial fan composed of

this alluvium is at Lone Star mine about 5 miles southwest of San Juan.

Thickness

48

The alluvial fans are no more than 200 feet thick, Their sur-

face slope is of a gradient of low until near their terminal extensions

where the gradient increases rapidly down to the underlying older rock
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Lower contact
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The lower contact of this alluvium is exposed in places around

the perimeter of the fans0 The contact is clearly seen only between

this alluvium and bedrock; however, an exposed contact with the fan

alluvium may exist,, It is not likely that these fans extend beyond the

bedrock pediment-like aprons (fig0 7) The younger alluvial-fan mate-

rial was deposited on the relict soil surface0 Poorly developed, partly

covered2 but definite red soil developed on the bedrock disappears

underneath the younger alluvial fans. The surface on which the younger

fans were deposited, cut on the hard rock, was probably without great

relief other than a few deep drainages from the interior of the Whetstone

Mountains0

Condition of deposition

As with the deposition of the I an alluvium, these large and

thick younger fans with very coarse included rock fragments must have

been the result of another major episode where the climate was such to

produce rapid mechanical weathering in, and transportation to the base

of the Whetstone Mountains. Again, a wet climate with temperature

extremes would be ideal to produce the above results, assuming the

absence of other factors, such as uplift0 Intensive channel flooding
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carrying high amounts of sand would be a conceivable medium for the

transportation of the very large rock fragments; however, since the

valley gradients in the Whetstone Mountains are as great as they are,

gravity was certainly an important source of rock movement0

Recent Deposition

Recent Alluvium

Distribution and topographic expression

Recent alluvium includes former floo&plain and cienega (swamp)

deposits of the San Pedro River0 These deposits and the alluvial de-

posits in the washes draining the Whetstone Mountains are all attribut-

able to stream action during Recent times0 These flood plains and

cienegas form a depositional surface termed by Bryan (1926) as the

Aravaipa surface0 This constructional surface includes in part the

cienegas and flood plains of the San Pedro River, but also carries up

some of the washes toward the Whetstone Mountains, in some cases, at

least 2 or 3 miles from the San Pedro River0 Deposition presently is

occurring further up these washes, and therefore this deposit and the

surface upon it is continually enlarging, although it probably did not

originate during Modern times0



Stratigraphy

The deposits all are varying shades of red brown and buff to

orange, This signifies their derivation from the valley-fill and fan

alluvium deposits0 The material is very fine to medium-grained sand

and silt0 There appears to be little CaCO3 accumulation in these de-

posits, definitely not in units of visible quantities,. Bands of alternating

darker and lighter color occur in some places0 These may be mineral

concentrations such as magnetite, carbonaceous material, or archeo-

logical midden deposits.

These fine deposits, cut by the present washes, exhibit nearly

vertical cliff exposures near the river0 Further from the river in the

lower parts of the washes draining the Whetstone Mountains, erosion

has carved the wash and cienega sediments into miniature badlands with

impressive pinnacles, small natural bridges, and discontinuous ledges.

The relief in these areas does not exceed 20 feet0

In California Wash, 6 miles south and 1-1/2 miles west of St0

David, are some very good exposures of these flood plains and cienegas0

Also, exposures are found all along the east side of and near the San

Pedro River.

Thickness

The thicknesses of the flood-plain and cienega deposits must

51
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be extremely variable because of channeling and the formation of pools

and swamps in and near the center of the San Pedro River valley. The

greatest exposure is but 20 feet in thickness. In many places the sharp

contact of the cienega and flood-plain deposits with the valley-fill de-

posit is exposed.

Lower contact

Although deep channeling undoubtedly has occurred in many

places in the valley center at one time or another, the Recent alluvium

may be assumed to be deposited wholly on the lower member of the

valley-fill deposit. Today, one can see exposures of the lower member

in numerous places in the valley center cropping out through the Recent

alluvium.

The underlying erosional surface may have been a pediment-

like surface, possibly continuous at one time with a larger surface of

a gradient and extent similar to Bryans Aravaipa surface0 However,

as mentioned above, deep and extensive preRecent alluvium channel

cutting has probably destroyed most of a former surface0

Condition of deposition

During the Recent development of the present San Pedro River

valley, the major geologic activity has been in the minor erosional and

depositional development of the San Pedro stream course in and near
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the center of the valley, The sediment which has remained in the form

of flood plains and cienegas originated largely from the valley-fill and

fan alluvium deposits. As in very recent times, the valley undoubtedly

has been subjected to periods of erosion and deposition. The depositional

environment is reflected by the formation of cienegas brought about by

an environment producing backwater areas fed sedimentologically by

the fine material washing down from the slope.

Modern Alluvium

Modern alluvium includes the material deposited in the channel

cut into the Recent alluvium by the San Pedro River and its tributary

drainages. For the most part this includes deposition which has occurred

since 1880, the beginning of the last period of channel trenching. Mod-

ern alluvium also includes material being put down in the upper parts

of the washes draining the mountains, This alluvium is mainly deposited

as a flood plain of the San Pedro River, which lies 10 or so feet above

the present stream channel,

Areal Structural Features

The original dip of the valley-fill deposit has already been

noted0 Because of the nature of the older alluvial deposits, that is, a

heterogeneous mixture of all sizes of rock fragments, no depositional

dip can be noted The Recent and Modern alluvium is flat lying0 The
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structures in the pre-Pleistocene rocks have been discussed, except

for a possible large fault trending northeast-southwest across the

south-central part of the area. On the south side of this possible fault

is the Tombstone pediment, and on the north side is the Whetstone

pediment, defined by Bryan (1926). The south side of the fault, at its

point of greatest relief, is about 100 feet above the north side. On the

south side of the fault, the previously mentioned outcrop of porphyry

and dolomite at Sacaton Wash crops out. No pre- Pleistocene rocks are

exposed on the north side of the proposed fault. The relief of the pres-

ent scarp decreases in height westward. Extensions of this fault east

of the San Pedro River and at the opposite end in the Whetstone Moun-

tains are not visible. The implication is that faulting has raised the

above mentioned pre-Pleistocene rock inlier0 Faulting is also indicated

by a very straight, long valley and scarp trending obliquely across the

area (fig0 2).

Age and Correlation

Valley-Fill Fauna

Fossils found by Gidley (1922) near Benson were assigned to

the Pliocene0 More recently, Lance (oral communication, 1962) has

collected many fossils from probably the same locale, about a mile

and a half west-southwest of Benson, and because of changes in the
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concepts of Pliocene...plejstocene faunal relationships the fossil as-

semblage is now considered to be of upper Blancan age, possibly

Kansan0 Because of some discontjnujtjes in the fossil and geologic

record for the Pleistocene, the age of the underlying, older valley-

filling sediments and the generally overlying middle and upper mem-

bers of the valley-fill deposit may be questionable, but the lower mem-

ber might be considered as Kansan0

Fossils from the above mentioned assemblage have been found

weathering from the valley-fill deposit in more terrestrial facies closer

to the mountains0 Even with the knowledge that these fossils are by no

means restrictive, their presence indicates a similar time of deposition,

at least possibly the same glacial stage and following interglacial, name-

ly Kansan and Yarmouth0

Fan Alluvium

Hunt (1954) reports that deeply weathered, well-developed

reddish soils were formed in the Denver, Colorado, area during pre-

Wisconsin times. He infers that this soil is so much better and more

deeply developed than the younger soils that the pre-Wisconsin soil

probably was formed during a time when climatic periods were longer

for soil development; that is, at least Sangamon interglacial time which

preceded the Wisconsin0

McClintock (oral communication, 1962) notes the similarity of
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the fan alluvium deposit and its associated deeply weathered, dark-red
soil to areas of eastern United States where flhinojan alluvial gravels

have a deeply weathered red soil of Sangamon interglacial age formed

on them0 Although no glaciers were formed in this immediate area

during the Pleistocene, the climate types may have been alike enough

to permit similar soils to form on similar deposits0

Younger Alluvial Fans

The alluvial gravels with the dark matrix that make up the

younger alluvial fans at the base of the Whetstone Mountains might be

correlated with the Wisconsin age on the basis of the little weathering

of the alluvial boulders, close proximity of the fans to the mountains,

and the low amount of erosion of the deposit.

Recent Alluvium

Artifacts tentatively identified and dated by R0 F0 Nichols (oral

communication, 1962) as possibly belonging to Early Man cultures were

found within the Recent alluvium cienega deposits0 The artifacts were

fire-cracked rock which were found in place lining the ancient fire pits0

These artifacts were found protruding from the side of the present

washes a quarter to half a mile from the present San Pedro Rivers Sur-

rounding these fire pits were bands, called midden, in the sediments

made dark by the presence of carbonaceous burned materiaL This age
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estimation of the artifacts makes at least certain areas of the cienega

deposits about 2,000 years old.

On top of these same deposits were found pot shards recognized

as. belonging to the Hohokam Indians, and dating about A. D. 1400.



GEOMOR PHOLOGY

Geomorphic Units

Mountains

The Whetstone Mountains rise nearly 4, 000 feet above to the

west of the San Pedro River. The range is about 6 miles wide, west

to east, and about 10 miles long, north to south. These mountains

held the primary influence on the valley-filling development of the

area, Their relief, composition, and drainage area have greatly in-

fluenced the geomorphic development of the pedimentlike and apronlike

surfaces surrounding the east flank of the mountains. The surface de-

velopment on the valley-fill and fan alluvium deposits depended pri-

marily on the rate and quantity of rock material and water outflow

from the Whetstone Mountains,

Surfaces

Erosional surfaces

Erosional surfaces mentioned here are the nonburied surfaces

which can be seen, at least in part, today, They include the apronlike

surfaces cut on the igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks at
58
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the immediate base of the Whetstone Mountains, which are continuous

with the fan alluvium surface. They also include older and higher sur-
faces of fairly high gradients present in the mountain mass and now

completely disjunct from the surface on the present valley-filling seth-

ments0 These surfaces of little areal extent and varying gradients ex-

ist at different elevations in the mountains9 Because of subsequent dis.-

section and small extent, these surfaces are difficult to discern. They

have probably existed from the times of original valley-basin formation

just after the Whetstone Mountains were raised up.

The previously mentioned apronlike erosion surfaces are gently

rolling areas extending no more than 2 miles from the foot of the moun-

tains. In the northern part of the area; these surfaces cut on hard bed-

rock seem to increase mountainward in gradient from about 20 continuing

up into the lower parts of the valleys draining the Whetstone Mountains

reaching gradients of 50 or 60. Inspection of some of the small basins

and open parklike valleys in the Whetstone Mountains shows the pos-

sibility for the existence of these surfaces which surround some of the

outlying hills and extend rather far into the valleys toward the center

of the mountain mass.

Surfaces of transportation

There are three existing main levels of surfaces on the valley-

filling material in the area. These are the levels named by Bryan
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(1926), from highest to lowest, the Tombstone pediment to the south,

the Whetstone pediment to the north, and the Aravaipa surface, a sur-
face developing at the center of the valley and extending toward the

mountains0

Following the deposition of the valley-fill deposit, there was

a surface developed not unlike the surface developed on the f an alluvium

today,, Although some very minor beveling of this surface may have

occurred, the gradient of this pre-fllinoian surface is only a few feet

per mile steeper than the original dip of the valley-fill deposit of about

1°. Faulting probably caused the physiographic break between the

Tombstone or southern and the Whetstone or northern surfaces. This

produced gradient differences on the two surfaces. The gradient of the

northern and lower surface was greater than the southern surfaces

thereby permitting greater amounts of fan alluvium to be deposited

much further from the mountains on the northern surface than on the

southern surfaces This llhinoian outflowing gave the last major addi-

tion of sediments to the whole of the northern surface. Neither channel

erosion nor slopewash since Sangamon interglacial time have cut great

amounts into this surface. The northern surface is in a very general

way a present surface of transportation, and it may be possibly termed

a pediment on this basis, for minor amounts of fine-grained material

are continually washed across it as indicated by the continuous construc-

tion of the lowest surface near the river0 The surface is very straight
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and evenly sloping when surveyed from a distance, but it does have

minor irregularities due for the most part to dissection, The profile

in this as in most all parts of the area is almost flat with neither a con-

cave nor convex trend. The gradient of this surface is from about 1_1/40

to 2-1/2°c

The northern surface is very active in relation to the higher

'surface to the south, for near the northernmost extent of the southern

surface, the gradient becomes as low as 1/40. This surface contains

none of the far-traveled alluvial rocks and boulders that the northern

surface contains, Some fines from the matrix of both the I an alluvium

and the younger alluvial fan deposits have been transported out onto the

surface. This indicates that the displacement of these two surfaces can

be carried back to at least pre-llhinoian, or fan alluvium, times,

The apparent displacement may have been caused, as mentioned

earlier, by faulting with subsequent slopewash erosion of the north side,

which is unprotected by the pre-Pleistocene inlier, as is the whole front

of the northern surface0 Or the scarp may have been formed by simple

slopewash of the whole slope until the inlier was exhumed on the south

side when more rapid erosion of the northern side took place. Never-

theless, it seems improbable these two surfaces could have developed

at different elevations along one mountain front especially in their pres-

ent configuration without the aid of some important, additional influence

to erosion, such as a fault or protective inlier,
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The southern surface is almost devoid of relief. One can drive

for miles across this flat land, and see not a drainage. This indicates

that as far as surface activity, it is almost stagnant. It is neither being

dissected nor pedimented rapidly nor is much deposition taking place0

In the western part of the southern surface, red soil has been developed

in areas where there is a fan-alluvium cover. The soil is usually covered

by dark Wisconsin younger alluvial-fan matrix material. No red soil

exists very far from the mountains on the southern surface, If the sur-

face has remained much the same since Illinoian time, this lack of red

soil might be explained by the fact that this area of this surface contains

the sediments with the highest CaCO3 content of almost anywhere over

the whole area of investigation0 This red soil apparently forms slowly

on CaCO3-rich deposits, even under ideal conditions0

Along the river, north of the scarp formed by the southern sur-

face, a series of terracelike surfaces have been formed in a steplike

configuration with the highest being below the top of the southern surface0

These small terraces, beginning about secs, 12 and 13, T. 19 S., R. 20

E., at the northeast corner of the southern surface, diminish in eleva-

tion east and northward until they are essentially lost in the northern

surface0 Below and to the east of the main level of the northern surface

a few different terrace levels may be present, but if so they are difficult

to distinguish and are soon lost in the Aravaipa surface. These terraces

are all confined to within 3 miles of the present San Pedro streambed.
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The lowest surface, Bryans Aravaipa surface (1926), is a

constructional flood-plain type of surface. Although since about 1880

there has been erosion Occurring in the central parts of the San Pedro

River valley, this surface is termed constructional both because this is

how it originated, and there is present enlargement of this surface in

the upstream areas of the washes draining the Whetstone Mountains, It

has a gradient of less than 10 near the valley center increasing to a

little more than 10 in the tributary washes. This surface is quite even,

cut by small, vertical-sided channels no more than a few feet deep.

The previously described cienega deposits are part of the deposit on

which this surface is formed.

Scarps

There are two prominent scarps in the area, One, that be-

tween the southern and northern surfaces, has already been discussed,

In addition to this, at the point of furthest eastward extension of the fan

alluvium, about the 3, 800-foot contour interval, there is a scarp formed,

which trends parallel to the San Pedro River, A former scarp much

nearer the center of the valley was probably formed by downcutting

and/or widening of the San Pedro River prior to the initial formation of

the Aravaipa surface but following Illinoian fan alluvium deposition.

Recession of this scarp to its present position most likely occurred es-.

sentially by pedimentation or surface formation by tributaries, probably
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the formation of the present Aravaipa surface0

The scarp, in overall appearance, is quite straight; however,

its front has been modified by erosion of the tributary washes draining

the Whetstone Mountains0 The vertical relief of the scarp is usually

about 100 feet0

River terraces

Near the San Pedro River there are several series of flat-

topped hills which resemble river terraces. These are capped by rocks

and gravel, mainly limestone gravels. The height of the terraces is

variablea few feet to about 100 feet. The bulk of the terraces is cut

out of the lower member of the valley-fill deposit, so that the terraces

are erosional in this respect, Because the rock assemblage of the cap

material is so like that of the Illinoian fan alluvium, it is difficult to say

whether or not these hills are solely remnants of further extensions of

the main fan alluvium-capped surfaces or terraces capped by rocks

brought down from upstream of the main San Pedro River.

Flood plains

In addition to the older flood plain, the Aravaipa surface, a

recent very restricted flood plain has been formed in the San Pedro

River valley on either side of the present stream. The present channel

has not only cut this flood plain, but it has also cut into the Aravaipa
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surface0 The portion of cutting into both the modern flood plain and the

Aravaipa surface that is post-1880 erosion would be difficult to deter-
mine0

Nature of dissection

The surface areas of differing rock type are characterized by

varying geomorphic expression. The soil cover on the granite bedrock

near the mountains in the northern part of the area is both deep-red-

brown to orange with brown and black humus in some areas which sup-

port grasses. The depth of dissection is as much as 50 feet, but seldom

exceeds 25 feet0 The valley shapes characteristically have no floor

with no modern fill or alluvium in their bottoms. The topography may

be described as mature and rolling0 The gradient of the slope is quite

constant; drainage patterns are straight and parallel.

The soil cover on the sedimentary and metamorphic rocks, the

steeply dipping quartzite, siltstone, and limestone in the northern part

of the area near the Whetstone Mountains, is dark red brown, also with

brown and black humus in places, supporting grasses, The depth of

dissection is generally 75 to 100 feet. A slight floor with little modern

alluvium characterizes the valleys cut into these rocks, The topography

is mature, steeply rolling, and rather abrupt, The slope, the gradient

of which is uneven and not constant, is greatly and deeply dissected in

contrast to the surface of the granitic bedrock.
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The fan alluvium deposit is covered by deep, dark-red, well-

developed, old soil0 In some places a thin, poorly developed red soil

covers the alluvium, and this is probably either a remnant or reworked

portions of the older, well-developed soil0 The depth of dissection is

from 25 to 75 feet, and the average depth is about 50 feet0 The valley

shapes are characterized by wide valleys with wide floors containing

much modern alluvium. Early maturity is the probable age of the to-

pography. The topography exhibits nearly 90° angles from the steep-

sided valley walls to both the' valley bottoms and the interfiuves. The

slope has a rather uneven gradient with much microdissection. The

main drainages are quite wide. Dendritic drainage patterns are ex-

hibited0

There is probably no original soil cover remaining on the valley

fill deposit surface. There is in places a lightorange to red, poorly

developed soil which is probably a reworked slopewash deposit of the

dark-red soil washed down from its site of formation on the fan al-

luvium farther up on the slope. The depth of dissection of this deposit

is about 100 to 200 feet. Wide valleys with straight sides and wide

floors characterize the valley slopes. Modern alluvium is deposited in

the bottom of the valleys. The topographic age of the surface is prob-

ably early maturity. This surface, as that of the fan alluvium, exhibits

vertical valley walls at right angles to the valley floors and interfiuves.

The gradient of the slope is uneven and irregular. Drainage is
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Predominantly by large main drainages which exhibit a dendritic pattern0

Discussion

Bryan (1926) recognizes two pediments, the Tombstone to the

south and the Whetstone to the north0 The Tombstone pediment, the

higher, is considered to be the first formed pediment, extending all

over and on both sides of the San Pedro River valley0 The Whetstone

pediment was thought to have been formed later at a time when the San

Pedro River had cut to a lower elevation0 However, the two surfaces

are undifferentiable in all places where they meet, except onea long

straight scarp0 It also seems reasonable to expect intermediate sur-

faces to be formed between the two main levels, as are found in the

area described above0 These apparently are only developed at the

place where the scarp separates the surfaces, and their development

would be of a transformational nature between the main higher and low

er levels0

The evidence for pre-Pleistocene pedimentation of the sedi-

mentary, metamorphic, and igneous rocks near the mountains is scant0

Nothing is traceable from the maps, and only a few views of discon-

tinuous, small possible surfaces are available in the field0 Undoubtedly

there were extensive pediments and erosion surfaces prior to the

Pleistocene, but almost everything indicating such has been eroded

since that time0



Gilluly (1956) suggests a Pleistocene lake was formed in the

San Pedro River valley similar to that formed at Wilicox, Ariz. As-

suming this was possible, formation of a lake of the Wilicox nature

must have taken place in the pre-Kansan time and been completely

eroded so that no sediments were left to be exposed at later times.

True lake sediments are nowhere found and lake-type sediments are

not widespread in distribution or traceability,, The indications from

the valley-filling sediments near the valley center are that the San

Pedro River valley was probably always a through-flowing valley,

having intermittent periods when there was substantial water to permit

lake-type deposition with ponding to produce features such as evaporites0

Gilluly (1956) repeats Bryans ideas as to the destructional

nature of the Tombstone and Whetstone pediments. Several reasons

for believing the two surfaces are not destructional in origin but pri-

marily constructional surfaces of transportation are: (1) no place are

there indications of deposits overlying the fan alluvium which might

have been eroded at least 100 feet below the level of the Tombstone

surface to the level of Bryans Whetstone pediment near Benson; (2)

no place are found alluvial deposits 100 feet stratigraphically below

the Tombstone surface which are like the fan alluvium exposed on the

Whetstone surface to the north; (3) except where faulting is proposed

in this report, there is no scarp anywhere else between the two pedi-

ments, especially anywhere across the San Pedro River on the east
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side of the valley; .(4) the configuration of the northern extension of the

Tombstone pediment on the west side of the San Pedro River is pecul-

iar, i. e., it points downstream into the direction of the so-called

advancing Whetstone pediment.

Gilluly (1956) goes on to say that destruction continued below

the level of the Whetstone pediment to the level of the Aravaipa surface.

From the presence and traceability of the sediments making up that sur-

face, upstream to their sources, plus the fact that it is enlarging pres-

ently by construction in the washes, it is obvious that the latest epoch

of the formation of this surface is constructional.



GEOLOGIC HISTORY

Deposition of the sediments filling the San Pedro River valley,

seen today, probably began before Kansan time. Sedimentation con-

tinued through Kansan time as indicated by the deposition of the valley-

fill deposit,

The glacial periods in this area were probably marked by cooler

weather with more moisture. The change from this type of climate to

one of drier and warmer conditions, especially warmer, as during the

interglacial stages, would be reflected in sedimentation by more ter-

restrial deposits and the drying up of standing bodies of water. Valley-

fill sedimentation was probably culminated during the Yarmounth inter-

glacial, and this period between Kansan and llhinoian times may have

produced the erosion which occurred on the upper part of the surface

of the Kansan valley-fill deposit, which was later covered by llhinoian

fan alluvium0 Possibly, somewhat continuous deposition near the center

of the valley is indicated by interbedding of the valley-fill and fan al-

luvium deposits.

The fan alluvium was deposited in the next episode of glacial

times. This probable lllinoian alluviation may have come out as a ter

restrial deposit with coarse mudflow deposits near the Whetstone
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Mountains source grading to channel sands, silts, and gravels further

toward the center of the valley. A period of warm and moist climate

may have formed a deep soil into the illinojan fan alluvium during the

Sangamon interglacial. Since the deposition of the fan alluvium, and

possibly continuous with it, slopewash erosion has worn down its sur-

face, probably only very slightly, so as to be continuous with that sur-

face, or pediment remnant, formed on the bedrocks surrounding the

foot of the mountain front0

Following the Sangamon soil formation, Wisconsin cooling

brought about the deposition of the very coarse younger alluvial fans

over the red soil at the base of the Whetstone Mountains0 This period

of rapid outflowings again indicates a moist and cold climate producing

much material for rapid transportation.

Erosion of the surfaces began almost immediately after deposi-

tion of the valley-fill deposit when the offset of the surfaces to form

two occurred. The southern surface with little deposition of llhinoian

fan alluvium has little or no dip and is almost a stagnant surface as

far as erosion, transportation, and aggradation are concerned.. The

northern surface, relatively active compared to the southern surface,

underwent minor beveling before the deposition of the lllinoian fan al-

luvium. Erosion of the fan alluvium has been slight, as indicated by

the presence almost over all the surface of the soil formed during

SangamOn time.
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Since the two surfaces were separated, small intermediate

terrace levels have been formed in a step maimer to connect the two

surfaces physiographicallyQ

The scarp, parallel to the present San Pedro River, which

rises from the Recent flood plain and cienega deposit through the valley

fill and to the fan alluvium was formed after deposition of the llhinoian

fan alluvium, It is probably the result of the last major central valley

scouring, and it probably took place during the Wisconsin glacial stage

and was followed by the deposition of the Recent flood-plain and cienega

depo sits9

The present erosion in the valley began about 1880, cutting

into the Recent flood-plain and cienega deposits. The San Pedro River

present flood plain was probably developed since that time, within the

confines of the post-1880 erosion channel.
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